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ABSTRACT
Programmers often use examples with concrete values to better
understand code. Code by itself is abstract, which empowers it
to be used for a variety of uses, but can be difficult to grasp by
developers. Babylonian Programming addresses this by allowing
programmers to concretize their code by defining and visualizing
examples directly in the code itself while editing.

Currently, Babylonian Programming implementations such as
Babylonian/S require programmers to define examples manually.
For examples containing small objects this is straightforward, how-
ever when creating large or complex objects it is not. Sometimes,
workarounds such as copying existing code pieces or trying to recre-
ate existing objects are used to reuse information already present
in the system, but these workarounds can be error-prone and also
time-consuming.

In this paper, we propose Example Mining to address this issue
by providing techniques and integrated tools to mine examples
from existing sources similar to concepts from run-time tracing and
test case extraction. Example mining introduces concepts to mine
examples from tests, debugging sessions, and traces of actual usage
of the system under development. All tools were implemented for
Babylonian/S in Squeak/Smalltalk.

We demonstrate the usefulness of the tools throughwalkthroughs.
Our tools provide examples for many methods immediately and au-
tomatically. As a consequence, programmers have more immediate
access to dynamic feedback on their abstract code, making code
comprehension and debugging more effective.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Software and its engineering→ Development frameworks
and environments.

KEYWORDS
live programming, exploratory programming, example-based pro-
gramming, babylonian programming, examples, squeak, smalltalk
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1 INTRODUCTION
Code itself is abstract, allowing it to have a wide variety of uses, but
also making it potentially difficult to understand. To combat this,
programmers may run the code in their mind and assign concrete
values to the abstract rules. Having concrete values can enhance
program comprehension, especially if developers see a specific
piece of code for the first time [16, 34]. But there are several other
situations where a programmer might want to use examples with
concrete values. For instance, to document how code should be-
have, programmers might write tests or include small scripts in the
documentation.

However, creating new examples quickly on-demand can be
difficult. The user will have to create appropriate objects from
scratch and set all necessary attributes for both the receiver of the
method, as well as any parameters. This can be simple for methods
that do not require complex objects. However, the required objects
might consist of many attributes, have a deep object structure, or
be otherwise complex. Configuring such an object, even if it is clear
what is needed, can already take developers a long time and be
prone to small mistakes. But often it is not trivial which parts of
a complex object are necessary and what values these attributes
should have, making the process even more time-intensive and
error-prone.

Currently, the manual creation of examples results in program-
mers creating workarounds to reuse data from existing scripts or
traces of previous method invocations. Programmers may have to
search to find appropriate tests or documentation. Set-up code from
tests could be copied to configure suitable objects. References to
or copies of objects used in the system might be created. These
workarounds are usually time-intensive, error-prone, and might
lead to unnecessary code duplication.

Integrated tools could improve the creation of examples for pro-
grammers. Statically available sources, such as tests, could directly
be used as an example instead of duplicating code pieces or objects
of the tests. Dynamic information and existing objects could be
recorded and added as examples without the error-prone process
of trying to add them with workarounds. Often static analysis is
preferred to dynamic analysis, but creating reliable tools that sup-
port dynamic analysis and adding information from it as examples
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could increase its use by developers [35]. All in all, there are mul-
tiple sources that could potentially be useful as examples, but are
currently impractical to use.

We propose Example Mining to assist programmers with exam-
ple creation. Example Mining includes techniques to mine examples
from tests, debugging sessions, and traces of actual usage of the
system under development. We created dedicated tools to mine
examples and present potential workflows.

In this paper we will first introduce example-based programming
systems as well as the related field of live programming in section
2. The concept of Example Mining will be described in section 3
followed by potential use cases in section 4. The paper ends with a
discussion of related work in section 5 as well as a conclusion and
future work in section 6.

2 LIVE PROGRAMMING AND EXAMPLES
There are several programming concepts with a focus on using ex-
amples to enhance program comprehension. This section will intro-
duce the general concept of live programming and example-based
live programming. As our approach is based on the Babylonian
Programming environment, we will introduce it in detail including
three of its implementations.

2.1 Example-Based Live Programming
Live programming aims to provide immediate feedback to enhance
explorability and comprehensibility [9, 28]. To provide this feed-
back, editing and running code is combined to achieve faster feed-
back cycles. There are several ways in which an IDE can support
liveness, one being user-made edits triggering updates [31, 32].
The ways in which the feedback, program traces or results, can be
explored is also a significant part of live programming [21].

Example-based live programming adds concrete examples to
abstract code, for instance in the form of example invocations of
a method. For one, programmers can use these concrete invoca-
tions to get a better grasp of the role of parameters when reading a
method. Second, with the help of these examples, example-based en-
vironments can display live feedback on the behavior of the method.
For instance, the Example Centric Programming editor displays a
full run-time trace next to the code that is updated whenever code is
changed [4]. The various, existing example-base live programming
environments differ, among other aspects, in the degree to which
examples are made explicit, the kind of feedback that is provided,
and the support for feedback across modules [4, 11, 14, 26].

2.2 Babylonian Programming
Babylonian-style Programming, or Babylonian Programming, is
an approach that aims to display examples and run-time data di-
rectly within the source code. The example encompasses the data
needed to run code that invokes the method under development
and is defined by the programmers. Probes can then be placed on
arbitrary expressions to see what the expression evaluates to dur-
ing the execution of an example [21]. Multiple implementations of
Babylonian Programming exist that share certain concepts, such as
placing probes to visualize a code piece or defining examples.

Babylonian/S. Babylonian/S is themain implementation of Babylonian-
style Programming [27], implemented in Squeak/Smalltalk [7, 12].

The main concepts are defining examples, which provide some
sort of code execution from which concrete traces of data can be
gained, and adding widgets to code, allowing data to be visualized
and other interactions with the code. An example can be named, can
be set to whether it is inactive or active, and can contain information
for all objects that are needed to run the method. Programmers
can define the receiver object and the parameter objects by either
writing small scripts or referring to class methods. Whenever the
method source code is changed, all active examples are run.

If at least one example is defined and set to active, Babylonian
widgets in turn are activated and display according information.
The widgets are added by developers to parts of the code that they
are interested in. The most common widget is a probe, a widget
that visualizes the data of where it is placed, but there are other
widgets such as sliders or replacements that can be used to change
values of the code at run-time.

There are multiple kinds of examples in Babylonian/S. All exam-
ple types can have a set-up and a tear-down script that are executed
before and after the example is run respectively. Similar to tests,
this can be used to configure needed state. One type of examples
are script examples. These examples rely on a user-written script
that invokes the target method. The script itself can directly include
the method invocation, but it is also possible to invoke a different
method that indirectly uses the target method. If the target method
is not called, the probes and other widgets remain empty. As scripts
are versatile, this example type allows developers the most freedom
during example definition. A script example is especially useful if
developers know how to invoke the target method indirectly but
not how to invoke it directly.

Other Implementations. The first prototype of Babylonian-style
Programming was implemented in JavaScript in the live program-
ming environment Lively4 [17, 26]. Babylonian/JS introduced the
main concepts of Babylonian Programming. Babylonian Program-
ming is also a part of an example-based live programming plug-in
for Visual Studio [23]. The plug-in supports polyglot programming,
which means that using and combining multiple programming
languages is supported. To support more than one language, core
Babylonian features were implemented in a language-agnostic way.

3 EXAMPLE MINING
There are several potential sources to mine examples from. We
contribute concepts and workflows to mine examples from three se-
lected sources. This section will introduce the three tools. The tools
were originally designed for Babylonian/S2.2 based on concepts
applicable to several example-based environments.

In Babylonian/S, an example is defined for a method. A method
that a user wants to add an example to will be called target method. A
visualization of an example in Babylonian/S can be seen in Figure 1.

3.1 Overview
Sources for examples already exist in the system and can be ac-
cessed, but not easily integrated as Babylonian examples. Given a
target method, programmers could search for a fitting test in the
test packages. Or the programmers could write a small script that
could be debugged or otherwise inspected. Adding, and in some
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Figure 1: A Babylonian/S code browser displaying a method
(1). At the top of the method examples can be defined and
turned on/off. In this case one example was created and is
active (2), more could be created using the button bar below
the existing example (3). The probe (4) is placed in the code
to visualize a property.

cases finding, these potential examples however would without
tools only be possible through workarounds.

This paper will introduce three tools to add, and if needed en-
hance the finding process of, examples:

• A test-based Example Mining tool, which enables program-
mers to find relevant tests and directly add a chosen test as
an example

• An addition to debugging, which can add an example based
on the current state in the debugger

• An example recording tool, that can record all traces of
method calls of a target method and then to add a selected
recording as an example

While tests are a static and explicitly documenting source of
examples, examples mined from debugging and recording arise
from dynamic processes triggered by user actions. This will effect
both how sources for examples can be found as well as their later
representation as examples.

3.2 From Tests to Examples
Tests are an integral part of software development that could po-
tentially be a vast source for examples. Testing not only checks for
correct behavior and results, it also documents purpose, usage, and
behavior of the code. Size and intent of tests varies. An integration
test might span multiple modules and execute many methods, but
a lot of them will not be invoked directly in the test method but be
called indirectly. A unit test meant to test a specific method by con-
trast will likely invoke said method directly. In both cases running
the tests could provide interesting data for method invocations and
thus the tests could make good examples, but the way to determine
whether the tests are of interest to a given method may vary.

To support the creation of test-based examples for a target
method, this paper proposes a tool that can be opened for the
target method and has both means to find relevant tests as well as

to add a selected test as an example. The search for relevant tests
should be configurable, as which tests are the most relevant might
depend on the intent of the developer. For methods that are used
very often, especially indirectly, in the system programmers might
prefer to only see tests that directly invoke the target method or if
possible are from a dedicated test class for the class of the target
method. For other methods that are rarely used and do not have
dedicated tests, any invocation from a test might be interesting,
even if it is indirect and if all tests have to be searched to find it. If
many results are found, applying more criteria might not only yield
more relevant tests but also less yet more focused tests that are
easier for the programmer to look through and less overwhelming.
Once a developer has found a promising test, or multiple, that test
should be able to be added as an example.

To create a test-based example, it likely be best to introduce a new
kind of example whose purpose is to run a test. Existing example
types could used to run a test in an example, a script example for
instance. The script example could have a script containing either
code to run the test or a copy of the test code. Copying code or
objects from tests however might be problematic, for example if the
test is refactored a user might prefer the refactored version, but the
scripts will still contain the old code. Having a script that runs the
example would solve that, but might also not be optimal long-term.
If the way of running tests changes, all scripts would need to be
changed, while a test example could encapsulate that behavior so
it only has to be changed once. Also, the scripts would have no
connection to the test, the meta-information about the example
being based on a test would be lost. Knowing that an examples is
based on a test creates more possibilities, both in how the example
is presented as well as further features that only work with test
methods.

This paper proposes a test example, that can run a test method
and persists the needed information. In most systems, persisting
the name of the test class as well as the selector of the test method
make it possible to identify the test method. The test can then be
run with means provided by the test framework, which might for
example include automatic set-up and clean-up functionality.

3.3 From Debugging to Examples
A debugger allows further insights into method executions. In
Squeak/Smalltalk, the debugger allows access to the entire method
stack and to step through methods individually. All needed infor-
mation, such as receiver and arguments of the currently debugged
method, is accessible and can be explored by the programmer.

It is possible for users to debug a specific piece of code on pur-
pose, but debuggers are also automatically opened on errors and
breakpoints. This means the state visible in the debugger can be
interesting for several reasons. If the debugger was used to ex-
plore, maybe an interesting method execution was found by chance.
Maybe a piece of code was debugged with the intent of seeing
concrete values for a specific method. A debugger opened for an
error might contain an invocation that is interesting as an illustra-
tion long-term. Or instead of investigating the error further in the
debugger, the programmer wants to use other available tools for
exploration.
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If a debugger is deemed to contain an interesting method invo-
cation by the developer, it should be possible to use that invocation
as an example. Whether the content of the debugger makes a good
example can be decided spontaneously as the only tool needed
should be the debugger itself. This makes it possible for developers
to explore the system and create examples easily at each point.

The information provided by the debugger contains the currently
explored method, the method’s receiver, and the method’s argu-
ments. Since receiver and arguments are directly available, they can
be used to create a method example, an example type that needs
receiver and arguments to be defined individually. This means we
can save examples from the debugger as method examples. The
example should not be created with the original objects from the
debugger but with copies, as the objects in the debugger might
still be in use. If the objects are still in use, the example working
with them could alter other behavior in the system. Similarly, if the
used objects are changed outside the example that would impact
future example runs. Also, the objects in the example should be
saved in a way that ensures that if the example is executed several
times the receiver and argument objects do not change. This means
side-effects from the method should not be persisted, since the
original receiver and arguments state from the debugger created
the interesting execution. If the objects are altered, the method
execution and values used in illustrations might change.

3.4 From Traces to Examples
The environment by itself and interactions with it already lead to
several method executions. The data in these could in some cases
also make useful examples. A way to access all traces of a target
method could be helpful if the developer knows when the method
is called and wants a specific trace. It could also help to see if a
method is triggered at all and with what data.

There are several ways in which useful traces could be created.
The system might do some actions in the background, like checking
for new emails. The programmer might interact with a tool or other
application that internally uses the method of interest. Sometimes it
might be interesting what traces are generated by a specific script.

To access these traces, this paper proposes a tool that can record
traces for a target method and add examples based on traces. The
developer can start and end recording to collect traces in a user-
defined period of time. While recording, all actions taken by the
developer or the system itself work as normal, but for all invoca-
tions of the target method receiver and arguments are recorded.
Recording only the target method means that this tool can be used
to reduce scripts that could also be used in script examples to only
themethod invocation needed for the example. All other, potentially
time- or resource-intensive, parts of the scripts can be removed by
omission.

A recorded trace consist of receiver and arguments for a tar-
get method. Similarly to the handling of the data found during
debugging, these objects can be used to create method examples.

Recording Traces. To record traces relevant to the target method,
all invocations of that method should be able to be recorded on
demand. There are several ways to record method invocations,
from vm-level implementations to recording tools. For this paper, a
recorder that is already provided by Babylonian/S will be used. Like

Babylonian/S itself, the recorder is based on code instrumentation.
At the beginning of the method, the recorder adds a hook to itself
that saves a copy of the receiver and arguments of the method as
recording.

4 EXAMPLE MINING IN ACTION
In the following, three scenarios will be introduced in which exam-
ples can be mined with the created tools. All scenarios will center
on theWebClient, a class that supports sending web requests and re-
lated functionality. In some cases, tools using the WebClient might
be featured.

4.1 From Tests to Examples
A programmer might want to add an example to the #httpGet:do:
method of the WebClient. It might be unclear what parts of a
WebClient instance need to be configured for the method to run
without error, but as an integral method it is likely to be tested.

To add a test-based example, first the target method, #httpGet:do:,
needs to be opened with a code browser. Then, the tool for adding
test-based examples needs to be opened for themethod. The tool can
be seen in Figure 2. Immediately, results based on the default search
configuration will be displayed. If the user wants specific criteria to
be fulfilled, for example that the target method is definitely invoked
by the test, the user can change which conditions are active and
trigger the search again. A fitting test, e.g. #testCookieParsing, can
then be added as an example to the method.

Figure 2: Example Mining tool to find relevant tests and add
them as an example. Includes a pane to change search pa-
rameters (1), a button to trigger the search (2), a pane that
displays found tests (3), a button to add the currently selected
test as an example (4), and a pane that displays the code of
the currently selected test (5).

4.2 From Debugging to Examples
If an error occurs in the WebClient, a debugger is triggered. The
debugger could then be used to add an example to the current
method, in order to further explore the error in the code browser
or to document the error. It would of course also be possible to
intentionally debug a piece of code to add as an example.

One possible scenario for this could occur while using Scamper,
a Squeak/Smalltalk web browser. The developer wants to open a
web page in Scamper, but an error occurs in the #defaultUserAgent
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method of the debugger, causing a debugger to appear, which can
be seen in Figure 3. In this scenario, the error was intentionally
included by the programmer and is easy to fix, but it is still possible
to add the method invocation of the debugger as an example.

Figure 3: Example Mining debugger extension to add exam-
ples from the debugger. At the right side of the button pane
a button was added that adds the current receiver and argu-
ments as an example to the currently debugged method.

4.3 From Traces to Examples
If a programmerwants to add an example to the # authenticate :from:
method of the WebClient, creating an example from scratch can be
difficult. A correctly configured WebClient as well as WebRequest
andWebResponse would be needed. However, themethod comment
tells us when the method is invoked: The method is called if an
HTTP 401 ’Unauthorized’ error code is encountered. This means if
we try access a web page without proper authentication, the target
method will be called.

One easy way to access web pages is to open them in a browser.
Scamper, a web browser implemented in Squeak/Smalltalk, allows
us to do that. Instead of creating all objects needed for example from
scratch, we could record all invocations of the target method while
trying to access a web page without the needed authentication in
Scamper.

First, a code browser needs to be opened for # authenticate :from:,
our target method. Then an Example Mining recording tool for the
method needs to be opened. Toggling the recording will turn it on,
signaled by the circle element switching from grey to red. While
the tool is recording, we open Scamper and put in the URL of a web
page that we lack proper credentials for. Scamper will display the
according 401 page, which means we can stop the recording. All
recordings will now be displayed, which should be exactly one: the
invocation caused by Scamper, which can be seen in Figure 4. This
recording can be previewed and added as an example to the target
method.

5 RELATEDWORK
We discuss relevant concepts from testing and debugging.

Figure 4: Example Mining tool to record traces and add them
as examples. Includes a button toggle whether recording is
active (1), a color-changing indicator whether recording is
active (2), a pane that display all recordings (3), a button
to add the currently selected recording as an example (4),
and an explorer view of the objects of the selected recording
(5). At the bottom of the tool a button and code field can be
found that allow recording the script written in the code field
without recording system behavior (6).

As argued above, tests can be a mining source for examples [4, 6].
To mine examples from tests, programmers first have to identify
suitable tests. Some similar projects such as the Debugging into Ex-
amples tool record traces of all test executions to determine which
tests execute which methods [30]. Similar precision can be achieved
with our trace-based Example Mining tool. Our test-based mining
tool uses heuristics instead. Similarly, general techniques from test
selection and prioritization can help find tests that are relevant for
certain sections of code [18, 22]. Some test prioritization techniques
use the test coverage to prioritize tests and do so in a time-effective
manner [20]. Such techniques could improve the filtering of tests in
our test-base ExampleMining tool. Another related, coverage-based
technique may be used to find test cases relevant for a method. The
technique can determine groups of tests cases relevant for a class,
method, or theoretically even statement [10, 33].

For some methods, there might not be unit tests suitable to
become examples but only integration tests that happen to execute
the method. Related techniques can generate unit tests from system
tests [5]. Our proposed tool might also benefit from this technique.
Currently, our proposed tool would add a test-based example for
the integration test. While this illustrates the method, it also might
take longer to run and be more difficult to comprehend than an
isolated unit test.

Debugging research is relevant for our tools, with regard to how
to make information on concrete executions easy to access as well
as with regard to techniques for handling traces. Visualization tech-
niques in debuggers might be integrated into our tool to make it
easier for programmers to select invocations to be converted to
examples [2, 15, 19]. Similar to our tools, a lot of debugging tools
either work on traces or generate them [8, 25]. As we use traces to
repeat the original execution, capture-and-replay mechanisms in
particular are relevant for our approach [1, 3, 5, 13, 24]. For instance,
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our trace-based Example Mining tool currently only records the in-
vocation of methods. To make the resulting example self-contained,
any interactions with the environment should be mocked. That
might be accomplished using record-and-replay techniques that
record such interactions and create mock objects or methods to
make replays repeatable [13, 24, 29].

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
To enable developers to reuse existing information to create, this pa-
per introduced several ideas to mine examples from existing sources.
Three sources in particular were focused on. The first source for
examples described was tests, as tests both provide all information
to run the test code and usually also fulfill a documenting purpose.
The second source was debugging sessions that allow the developer
to spontaneously create examples based on the information of the
method invocation currently explored in a debugger. The third and
last source focused on in this paper was traces of the system itself,
allowing programmers to record all invocations of the method they
are working on and add those recordings as examples.

Future Work. There are several aspects of the concepts and tools
of this paper that can be expanded upon. Aside from evaluating
the tools with example use cases and metrics, a user study could
show if and how the tools are useful. The tools themselves could
be expanded in several ways, while the underlying concepts could
also be transferred to and implemented in other programming
environments.

A user study that investigates the usage of the tools to see in
which situations example mining is chosen over creating an ex-
ample from scratch could yield further insights. This might also
discover new aspects that the tools should support.

Several usability improvements could be made to the tools such
as allowing further exploration of the recordings before adding
them as an example. The heuristic search for relevant tests could
still be improved. For example, techniques used in test prioritiza-
tion could be applied to make it easier for programmer to select a
fitting test as an example. Further, there are still other sources for
examples that we have not yet covered. For instance, future tools
might use example code from sources such as documentation, code
annotations, or tutorials.
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